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4/1/2011
 
ECONOMY
VO: 21
Economists say they expect another strong month of job growth when the Labor
Department releases March jobless statistics. Experts say they expect the nation
added 185,000 jobs last month, and the unemployment rate stayed at 8.9
percent. That wouldfollow February's strong gains of 192,000 jobs -- the most in
almost a year. If forecasts prove roughly accurate, February and March will mark
the best two-month stretch for private-sector hiring since the recession began.
 
YOUNG TUCSON SHOOTING VICTIM TO BE HONORED FRIDAY
VO: 32
For two years, Christina-Taylor Green covered second base and hit line drives
for an all-boys team. The little girl who was born on Sept. 11, 2001, was killed in
a mass shooting in Tucson on Jan. 8 along with five others. But the 9-year-old girl
Christina-Taylor will be on her coach's and teammates' minds at opening day
Friday and as they dedicate the statue of an angel to her memory that was
molded out of steel from the World Trade Center.
 
HIGHWAY DEATHS
VO: 25
Highway deaths have plummeted to their lowest levels in more than 60 years,
helped by more people wearing seat belts, better safety equipment in cars and
efforts to curb drunken driving. The Transportation Department estimated Friday
that 32,788 people were killed on U.S. roads in 2010, a decrease of about 3
percent from 2009. It's the fewest number of deaths since 1949 -- during the
presidency of Harry Truman -- when more than 30,000 people were killed.
 
LUNG CANCER DEATHS DECREASING FOR WOMEN
VO: 15
Lung cancer death rates in women are on the decline. The National Cancer



Institute says the trend began in men about ten years ago...And now it looks like
women are catching up with lung cancer mortality rates dropping about one-
percent a year between 2003 and 2007.One reason for the decline...More and
more women are kicking the smoking habit.
 
====================
 
4/4/2011
 
PRES OBAMA ANNOUNCES RE-ELECTION 2012
VO: 35
.S. President Barack Obama launched his bid for re-election in 2012 Monday,
capitalizing on better news on the economy and pushing ahead of Republicans
who are struggling to find a candidate. Obama, a Democrat who won a sweeping
victory over Republican Senator John McCain in 2008 with a message of
change, said in a low-key email to supporters that he was filing papers to start his
re-election bid in a formal way.
 
AIRLINE QUALITY RANKING
VO: 24
Airlines improved their performance last year, with fewer lost bags and bumped
passengers due to overbooking and more on-time arrivals, but travelers were still
dissatisfied, according to an annual study of airline quality. Complaints to the
Department of Transportation about airline performance went up a whopping 28
percent in 2010, the study said. A precise cause for the spike in consumer
disenchantment is hard to nail down, but it's most likely due to changes in the way
airlines are doing business, said Dean Headley, co-author of the report, which is
based on Transportation Department data.
 
SCHOOL SEXUAL VIOLENCE
VO: 34
Federal officials are kicking off a national awareness campaign Monday about
sexual violence in schools. They want educators to better understand how to
prevent and respond to sexual assaults. Vice President Joe Biden and
Education Secretary Arne Duncan are scheduled to appear at the University of
New Hampshire to announce the initiative that involves colleges as well as public
and private K-12 schools. The regulations are not new, but the effort to promote
them is. Officials say schools need comprehensive guidelines for all aspects of
the issue including helping victims and disciplining perpetrators.



 
TODAY'S TEACHER LAYOFFS THREATEN TOMORROW'S COLLEGE
CLASSROOMS
VO: 28
AdvertisementTeacher layoffs and other education spending cuts are thinning
more than the current ranks of California's classroom instructors. The number of
people training to be teachers also is plummeting, and that trend is likely to
continue. Education experts are warning of a shortage of new teachers in a few
years as large numbers of baby boomers start to retire from teaching jobs and
larger numbers of youngsters enter elementary school. "It's a very dramatic
decline," noted Dale Janssen, executive director of the state Commission on
Teacher Credentialing. "It's kind of difficult to encourage people to become
teachers when every time this time of year they hear about 20,000 pink slips
going out." In California, the number of teaching credentials issued annually fell
29% during the last five years, from 28,039 in 2004-05 to 20,032 in 2009-10,
according to a new report by the state Commission on Teacher Credentialing.
The biggest decline, nearly a 50% drop during that period, was in the multiple
subject credential usually required to teach elementary school youngsters, while
some demand for high school math and science teachers remains.
 
SPENDING SHOWDOWN
VO: 27
 Time is running out for lawmakers to avert a government shutdown.
Congressional staffers worked over the weekend to try to hammer out a
spending bill for the remainder of the fiscal year that'll keep the government
going past Friday. While the focus has been on how much spending to cut, that a
shutdown could cost more than is saved because of penalties for  breaking
contracts. Talk has centered on cuts of around $33 billion, a little more than half
what the GOP House approved. While some Republicans say they'll accept
nothing less than the $61 billion they approved, others have signaled they're
willing to accept some kind of compromise.
 
===========================
 
4/05/2011
 
OBAMA & BOHENER SPENDING CUTS IN A BUDGET
VO: 29
President Barack Obama has increased the odds that the U.S. government will



shut down when funding runs out Friday by rejecting a Republican proposal
that would have pushed the deadline back by one week, House Republican
Leader Eric Cantor said Tuesday.
 
HEALTH CARE-TAXES
VO: 24
Congress is poised to send the White House its first rollback of last year's health
care law -- a bipartisan repeal of a burdensome tax reporting requirement that's
widely unpopular with businesses. Even President Barack Obama is eager to
see it gone. The Senate is scheduled to vote on the bill Tuesday. Republicans
hope it is the first of many such bills, resulting in the entire health care law being
scrapped. Democrats say the bill is part of the inevitable tinkering to improve the
health law. The bill, which passed the House last month, would rescind a tax filing
requirement for businesses that would have been used to fund part of the health
law.
 
AP POLL BOOMERS RETIREMENT
VO: 28
Baby boomers are starting to retire, but many are agonizing about their finances
and believe they'll need to work longer than they had planned, a new poll finds.
The 77 million-strong generation born between 1946 and 1964 has clung
tenaciously to its youth. Now, boomers are getting nervous about retirement.
Only 11 percent say they are strongly convinced they will be able to live in
comfort. A total of 55 percent said they were either somewhat or very certain
they could retire with financial security. Yet a substantial 44 percent express little
or no faith they'll have enough money when their careers end.
 
US BROWN SEXUAL ABUSE 
VO: 28
Prosecutors are taking a deeper look into a Massachusetts summer camp where
U.S. Sen. Scott Brown says he was sexually abused as a child now that another
former camper says he was abused there. Attorney Mitchell Garabedian, who
represents the former camper, referred the allegation to the Cape and Islands
district attorney's office on Monday. Garabedian tells The Boston Globe the
employee who allegedly assaulted his client in the mid-1980s still works at Camp
Good News in Sandwich. The man alleges he was molested at the Cape Cod
camp as a 10 year old. The district attorney's office says it has launched an
investigation.
 



KIDS CT SCANS
VO: 37
A study is raising concerns about CT scans given to kids during emergency
room visits.The study says the number of ER visits nationwide in which children
were given CT scans surged from about 330,000 in 1995 to 1.65 million in 2008.
The number of kids' ER visits didn't increase measurably. The authors say the
study didn't include dose information, but general hospitals may be less likely
than pediatric facilities to use special CT protocols for kids.
 
FOOD ADDICTION SIMILAR TO DRUG ADDICTION
VO: 29
The findings in a study of animals cannot be directly applied to human obesity,
but may help in understanding the condition and in developing therapies to treat
it, researchers wrote in the journal "Nature Neuroscience."The study, involving
rats, found that overconsumption of high-calorie food can trigger addiction-like
responses in the brain and that high-calorie food can turn rats into compulsive
eaters in a laboratory setting, the article said.The scientists also found
decreased levels of a specific dopamine receptor -- a brain chemical that allows
a feeling of reward -- in overweight rats, as has been reported in humans
addicted to drugs, the article said."Obesity may be a form of compulsive eating.
Other treatments in development for other forms of compulsion, for example
drug addiction, may be very useful for the treatment of obesity," researcher Paul
Kenny of The Scripps Research Institute in Florida said in a telephone
interview.Obesity-related diseases cost the United States an estimated $150
billion each year, according to U.S. federal agencies. An estimated two-thirds of
American adults and one-third of children are obese or overweight.
 
LONG HOURS BOOSTS HEART ATTACK RISKS
VO: 22
The Annals of Internal Medicine published the findings, which say people who
work an average of 11 or more hours a day have a 67-percent higher risk of
suffering a heart attack than those who work a standard seven or eight-hour day.
Researcher say work schedules are an overlooked early warning sign of heart
disease and other cardiovascular problems. Doctors do point out that there could
be other risk factors that increase the risk of heart attack, such as job-related
stress, a lack of exercise and eating high-calorie food instead of healthier home
cooked meals.
 
AIRLINES FARES  



VO: 23
Southwest's refusal to go along with ticket price hikes by other major U.S. airlines
has prompted a scale-back by the other carriers on routes where they compete
with Southwest. JPMorgan Chase analyst Jamie Baker says Delta Air Lines
dropped a $10 round-trip increase on about 60 percent of the routes where it
hoped to boost prices. The airlines have raised base prices and business fares
several times in 2011 as they struggle with higher fuel costs. Spot prices for jet
fuel have risen about 50 percent since September.
 
=====================================
 
4/06/2011
 
 
ECUADOR/USA-WIKILEAKS/U.S. AMBASSADOR
VO: 23
Ecuador demanded on Tuesday (April 5) that the U.S. ambassador leave the
country, declaring the envoy" persona non grata" over U.S. diplomatic cables
released by WikiLeaks reporting alleged police corruption. Foreign Minister
Ricardo Patino said he had not received a satisfactory explanation from the
envoy, Heather Hodges, about the cables that were signed by her office. Patino
said he had contacted Hodges about the cables signed by her that suggested
senior Ecuadorean police commanders were aware of corrupt practices and that
one embassy official believed the president's office also knew. Hodges said she
was upset by the incident.
 
NO DEAL YET AS POSSIBLE GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN LOOMS
VO: 33
Republican and Democratic leaders in the U.S. Congress do not have a meeting
scheduled to discuss a budget deal that would keep the government running
beyond Friday, a Republican aide said Wednesday. Though Senate Democratic
leader Harry Reid and House of Representatives Speaker John Boehner, a
Republican, have not scheduled a meeting at this point, staffers from both
parties will continue their discussion, Boehner spokesman Michael Steel said.
 
REPUBLICAN BUDGET-HEALTH CARE
VO: 29
Congressional budget experts say future retirees would pay more for health care
under a new House Republican budget proposal. The fiscal blueprint would put



people now 54 and younger in a different kind of health care program when they
retire. Unlike parents and grandparents in traditional Medicare, they'd get a
federal payment to buy private insurance from a choice of government-regulated
plans.
 
HISPANIC LAWMAKERS SUE STATE OVER CENSUS
VO: 35
A group of Hispanic lawmakers has filed a preemptive lawsuit against the state
over redistricting. The Mexican American Legislative Caucus filed the suit
Tuesday to prevent the use of 2010 Census numbers they say are flawed. The
suit alleges a substantial undercount of the state's Latino population, particularly
those living in colonias along the Texas-Mexico border. The lawsuit applies to
redistricting maps that are being crafted by the Legislature for Congress, the
Texas House and Senate and the State Board of Education.
 
BORDER PATROL AGENT ARRESTED ON DRUG SMUGGLING CHARGES
VO: 30
The agent, who has three years' experience with the border patrol, was arrested
after two other Border Patrol agents on Monday were patrolling along the U.S.-
Mexico border and saw the suspect agent with "numerous bundles of marijuana
inside a marked Border Patrol truck," Quillin said in a statement. The agents
reported the incident to a supervisor, and the suspect agent, along with the
marijuana, was placed in the custody of the DEA, Quillin said. Rodolfo Karisch,
acting chief patrol agent for the Yuma Sector, said he was "proud of the swift and
appropriate actions taken by the arresting agents." "They knew the right thing to
do and did it, as expected. They put honor first and are to be commended. This
can not be said of the suspect," he said in a statement. "I will not refer to the
subject of this arrest as 'one of us.' By his alleged actions, he has tarnished our
image," Karisch said in a statement. "We will pursue the prosecution of this
individual to the fullest extent allowed by law."
 
OBAMA ON ENERGY & EDUCATION
VO: 25
President Barack Obama is focusing on two parts of his plan to make America
more competitive: energy and education. With the White House and Congress
enmeshed in tense negotiations to avert a government shutdown at week's end,
Obama was heading to the Philadelphia area Wednesday to discuss his long-
term plan to lower fuel prices by reducing oil imports, tapping domestic energy
sources and shifting the nation to renewable and less polluting sources of



energy, such as wind. He has set a goal of reducing oil imports by one-third by
2025. The president was meeting with workers at a branch of the Spanish
company Gamesa Technology Corp. to talk over those ideas. Gamesa makes
giant turbines that use wind to generate electricity and, according to the White
House, is the first overseas company of its kind to set up shop in the U.S. As fuel
prices rise because of growing demand worldwide and political unrest in oil-
producing nations in North Africa and the Middle East, drivers are feeling pinched
at the pump. Republicans blame Obama and his policies and he, in turn, is
striving to show the public that he gets it.
 
============================
 
4/07/2011
 
BUDGET GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWN
vo: 29
President Barack Obama is calling House Speaker John Boehner and Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid back to the White House on Thursday for more
budget negotiations aimed at heading off a government shutdown. The White
House says Vice President Joe Biden will also attend  the 1p.m. EDT meeting
aimed at reaching a deal to fund the government before a deadline of midnight
Friday. Obama met with Boehner and Reid at the White House late Wednesday
night for more than an hour. All parties said the meeting was productive but no
deal was reached. Obama says the parties must move with urgency.
 
US ARIZONA TUITION
VO: 27
A state board is considering whether to hike the tuition of Arizona university
students to record levels, increases that are well above the national average for
tuition increases. If the Arizona Board of Regents approves the increases at its
meeting Thursday, tuition and fees for incoming freshman will increase by 22
percent to $10,027 for in-state undergraduates at the University of Arizona in
Tucson.
 
TRUMP 2012
VO: 27
Real estate tycoon Donald Trump said Thursday he hopes questions
surrounding Barack Obama's U.S. citizenship won't be the defining issue if he's
chosen as the Republican candidate to challenge the president's re-election.



Trump told NBC News in an interview that plans to decide by June whether to
run. He said that if he's nominated, "I'd like to beat him straight up," not on the
basis of the birth issue. Trump said he didn't introduce the citizenship issue, but
was asked about it during an interview a month ago. Since then, he said he's
looked into it and believes "there is a big possibility" Obama may have violated
the Constitution.
 
USA-BUDGET/AIDE
VO: 28
The U.S. Congress will need to pass a stopgap budget bill to keep the
government operating beyond Friday because staffers will not have time to turn
any
permanent agreement into a bill, a Republican aide said Thursday. Republicans
have agreed with Democrats on the composition of a large portion of the cuts but
still are disagreeing on the overall size of the package, the aide said.
 
==========================
 
04/08/11
 
SPENDING SHOWDOWN
VO: 25
President Barack Obama and congressional leaders have only hours to avert a
midnight Friday government shutdown that they say would inconvenience millions
of people and damage a still fragile economy. Obama and congressional leaders
say another late night of talks Thursday had narrowed the differences over how
to cut federal spending but there was no agreement. Obama hoped to announce
a deal Friday, but wasn't optimistic.Aides are trying to agree on how much federal
spending to slash, where to cut it and what caveats to attach as part of a bill to
fund the government through Sept. 30. A temporary federal spending  measure
expires at midnight. A closure would mean the furloughs of hundreds of
thousands of workers and the services they provide, including processing many
tax refunds.
 
GARRIDO PLEADS NOT GUILTY
VO: 26
Accused kidnapper and rapist Phillip Garrido pleaded not guilty Thursday to
charges that he and his wife abducted an 11-year-old school girl near South Lake
Tahoe and held her as a sexual slave for almost 20 years. Jaycee Dugard, now



30, gave birth to two daughters while in captivity in a ramshackle encampment of
tents and soundproof sheds behind the Garridos' Antioch home. Garrido, 60, is
the father. He and wife Nancy, 55, have confessed to snatching Dugard as she
walked to the school bus in 1991.
 
ARIZONA-CAMPUS GUNS
VO: 33
A proposal to let people have guns while driving or walking through state
university and community college campuses cleared its final hurdle in the Arizona
Legislature on Thursday. The House passed the bill on a 33-24 vote, which will
send it to Gov. Jan Brewer. The Senate previously approved the measure, after
watering it down to no longer allow guns inside campus buildings. But the bill still
sparked sharp debate before Thursday's House vote. State Rep. Bob Robson
said guns on campuses are a bad idea because students and others experience
such emotional highs and lows due to grades, exams and other circumstances.
 
SOCIAL SECURITY STATEMENT 
VO: 24
The annual Social Security statement, mailed out annually a few months before
your birthday for all workers over age 25, will soon be a thing of the past. The
Social Security Administration says it will stop the paper statements soon,
expected to save $70 million a year. "It's very crucial to save money wherever we
can, so if that saves money then I'm for it," says Mandy Webb of Crafton. The
paper statement outlines what your monthly benefits will be at age 62, age 66 or
67, and at age 70. It also details your earnings record. Younger taxpayers often
think it's junk mail.
 
AP POLL NUCLEAR POWER
VO: 27
Most Americans doubt the U.S. government is prepared to respond to a nuclear
emergency like the one in Japan, a new Associated Press-GfK poll shows. But it
also shows few Americans believe such an emergency would occur.
Nevertheless, the disaster has turned more Americans against new nuclear
power plants. The poll found that 60 percent of Americans oppose building more
nuclear power plants. That's up from 48 percent who opposed it in an AP-
Stanford University Poll in November 2009. The Associated Press-GfK poll
comes as Japan continues to struggle with a nuclear crisis caused by a March 11
earthquake and tsunami. The crippled Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear plant has
leaked radiation into the environment and radioactive water gushed into the



Pacific Ocean. Japan was rattled by a strong aftershock and tsunami warning
Thursday, but officials reported no immediate sign of new problems.
 
LATINOS RISE IN NUMBERS, NOT INFLUENCE
VO: 23
Over the last decade, Florida's Hispanic population has exploded, especially in
central Florida, where the number of Hispanic residents in Orange County
jumped 84 percent. They are now 308,244 of 1.2 million residents, about one in
four. But some here are raising questions about why Hispanics' representation
on influential political boards has not kept pace with their increase in numbers in
this county, of which Orlando is the seat. Last month, only days after the fresh
census data reflecting the surge in the Hispanic population, county
commissioners and the mayor appointed a 15-member panel to redraw the
boundaries of political districts with data culled from the 2010 census. Just two
of the board members are Hispanic. The appointing of two non-Hispanic whites
by County Commissioner Jennifer Thompson (who, like all the commissioners,
had the power to name two panelists) drew particular criticism because she
represents a district that is 38.4 percent Hispanic.
 
==========================
04/11/11
 
USA BUDGET
VO:28
After a narrow escape from a potentially damaging government shutdown, even
bigger budget fights lie ahead for President Barack Obama and leaders from
both parties in the U.S. Congress. Obama will offer a long-term plan for deficit
reduction on Wednesday as the White House and Congress begin to pivot to
looming fights on the 2012 fiscal year budget and on raising the $14.3 trillion limit
on government borrowing authority. Those conflicts are likely to dominate the
political agenda for the coming months and echo into Obama's 2012 re-election
race, overshadowing Friday's 11th-hour deal to cut $38 billion in spending for the
final six months of this fiscal year.
 
US BLOCKS 350 SUSPECTED TERRORISTS
VO: 34
The U.S. government has prevented more than 350 people suspected of ties to
al-Qaida and other terrorist groups from boarding U.S.-bound commercial flights
since the end of 2009, The Associated Press has learned. The tighter security



rules -- imposed after the attempted bombing of an airliner on Christmas 2009 --
reveal a security threat that persisted for more than seven years after the Sept.
11, 2001, terrorist attacks.
 
ARIZONA CITIES STRUGGLE TO IMPLEMENT NEW IMMIGRATION LAWS 
VO: 28
In Arizona, no city has declared itself an official "city of refuge" or begun to issue
municipal identification cards. But some cities have been informally labeled
sanctuary cities because of their illegal-immigrant-reporting practices.Shortly
after Gov. Jan Brewer signed Senate Bill 1070 into law in April 2010, Sen.
Russell Pearce, R-Mesa, said he believed that Chandler, Mesa and Phoenix all
had policies that violated the new law. He warned that municipalities that are not
in compliance could face state sanctions and fines. Although a federal judge
halted several parts of SB 1070 from going into effect, the portion of the law that
forbids any state or local official or agency from limiting or restricting the
enforcement of federal immigration laws is in effect.
 
GAS PRICES
VO:26
Gas prices are still climbing -- and just a quarter and dime away from the all-time
high. The Lundberg Survey reports prices jumped 20 cents over the past two
weeks, to a nationwide average of three-76 a gallon. Researchers say prices
could soon reach the record high of four dollars, eleven cents -- set in July 2008.
 The survey found the highest average price for regular gas in San Francisco, at
four-13... with the "cheapest" in Tucson, Arizona at three-41.
 
A NEW PUSH TO LET H.I.V. PATIENTS ACCEPT ORGANS THAT ARE
INFECTED
VO:27
Like many people living with H.I.V. he suffers from kidney damage either from
the virus or from the life-saving medications that keep it at bay. Until recently,
such patients did not receive transplants at all because doctors worried that their
health was too compromised. Now they can get transplants, but organ-donor
waiting lists are long. And for Mr. Aldridge, 45, and other H.I.V. patients, a
potential source of kidneys and livers is off limits, because it is illegal to
transplant organs from donors who test positive for the virus - even to others who
test positive. But federal health officials and other experts are calling for repeal
of the provision that bans such transplants, a 23-year-old amendment to the
National Organ Transplant Act



 
MORE EVIDENCE PAINKILLERS LOWER COLON CANCER RISK
VO: 23
A new study adds to growing evidence that regular use of painkillers like aspirin
or ibuprofen may reduce a person's risk of developing colon or rectal cancers -
sometimes by as much as 50 percent. This latest report also shows that people
with a family history of colon cancer - who are therefore at higher risk for the
disease - also benefit from the pain relievers.
 
VEGETARIAN DIET LINKED TO LOWER CATARACT RISK
VO: 21
Eating less meat and more vegetables is tied to a lower risk of cataracts, a
British study says. In a large dietary survey that followed people for as long as 15
years, researchers found that about three in 50 meat eaters had cataracts,
compared to about two in 50 vegans and vegetarians.
         
TANNING PKG
VO:29
The bright, bold colors of prom season are backwhen tanned skin is often the
accessory of choice. But not if you are a teen in Great Britain--children now
banned from usingsun beds. That same effort is also underway here in the
U.S.Twelve state currently have bills pending that propose age restrictions for
using commercial tanning salons.  In the "Golden State" voting could begin as
soon as Monday to ban those under 18.  Texas already has a new law which
prohibits those under 16 and a half.According to the Skin Cancer Foundation,
indoor tanning begins before age 35 raises the risk for melanoma-- the deadliest
form of skin cancer--by 75%.
 
SHOPPING HEALTH
VO: 20
Shopping may not be good for your wallet. But it may actually be good for your
health. A new study from Taiwan, suggests that a daily shopping trip may be a
key to staying healthy, especially for older people.
 
==============
 
04/12/11
 
GEORGIA IMMIGRATION BILL



VO: 25
The Georgia House passed a new version of an immigration bill on Tuesday that
restores a key provision requiring employers to check the immigration status of
new hires, just 12 hours after the Senate had taken the measure out. The
House's refusal to exclude the provision makes the bill's fate uncertain, though
sponsors in both chambers say they'll continue to work on it as the end of the
session Thursday looms. The bill would also authorize law enforcement officers
to check the immigration status of certain criminal suspects.
 
MULTITASKING / AGING BRAIN STUDY
VO: 25
Scientists at the University of California, San Francisco have pinpointed a reason
older adults have a harder time multitasking than younger adults: they have more
difficulty switching between tasks at the level of brain networks.
 
DRUG RESISTANCE NOT A RISK IN ACNE TREATMENT: STUDY 
VO:20
People who are prescribed certain antibiotics for acne - even those who take
them for months at a time - are unlikely to develop bacteria resistant to those
drugs, according to a new study. The finding is surprising given what researchers
know about bacteria's ability to adapt to common antibiotics and become
immune to their effects, the authors say in the Archives of Dermatology.
 
=====================
 
4/13/11
 
FLORIDA'S DUELING IMMIGRATION-ENFORCEMENT BILLS TO BE
DEBATED THIS WEEK
VO: 37
Committees in the Florida House and Senate are set to take up controversial
immigration bills this week. The tougher of the two, which is being carried through
the House by Rep. William Snyder, R-Stuart, is now on Thursday's crowded
Economic Affairs Committee agenda, after languishing for weeks. Snyder's
measure faces resistance from business and immigrant-rights groups, and could
be open to the same constitutional challenge at the center of the legal battles
surrounding Arizona's Senate Bill 1070 because it creates new state-level crimes
for immigration. Tania Galloni, an immigration attorney with the Florida Immigrant



for immigration. Tania Galloni, an immigration attorney with the Florida Immigrant
Advocacy Center, said in an interview last month that using state laws to
criminalize immigrants' presence, as Snyder's bill proposes, could encroach on
the Constitution. With some narrow exceptions, immigration has long been
considered the exclusive responsibility of the federal government (which is part
of the U.S. Justice Department's argument in its case against S.B. 1070). "This
goes back to the 19th century," she said. "This is not new." Snyder has
acknowledged that some portions of the bill may be preempted by federal law.
Two weeks ago, he said he was still working through concerns various groups
have raised about the measure before moving ahead with it.
 
OBAMA BUDGET
VO: 27
President Barack Obama, two years into a presidency that increased spending to
prime a weak economy, is turning his attention to the nation's crushing debt and
trying to counter a Republican anti-deficit plan with a framework of his own that
tackles politically sensitive health care programs while also increasing taxes. The
president on Wednesday was to deliver a speech outlining his proposal to
reduce spending in Medicare and Medicaid, raise taxes on the wealthy and cut
defense costs. In a pre-emptive response Tuesday, House Speaker John
Boehner, R-Ohio, called any proposed tax increase "a nonstarter."
 
OBAMA MEDICARE
vo: 25
 Last fall, when Democrats and President Barack Obama supported nearly $450
billion in Medicare cuts as part of their health care law, Republicans in the House
vigorously criticized the effort. In a postelection turnaround, House Republicans
are backing the cuts to Medicare called for in the 2012 budget proposed by
Wisconsin Republican Paul Ryan. Those cuts account for a significant share of
the $5.8 trillion Ryan claims his budget will save over the next decade. The
House is expected to vote on Ryan's 2012 budget blueprint this week.
 
HOSPITAL SAFETY PLAN MAY SAVE LIVES, MONEY
VO: 26
A hospital patient care and safety initiative aimed at preventing medical errors
and hospital-acquired infections could save thousands of lives and billions of
dollars, U.S. government and industry officials said on Tuesday. The goal is to
cut preventable hospital-acquired conditions by 40 percent over the next three
years, said Health and Human Services (HHS) Secretary Kathleen ebelius, who
announced the initiative with consumer and industry groups. She said it could



announced the initiative with consumer and industry groups. She said it could

result in 1.8 million fewer injuries and saving more than 60,000 lives over the
period.
 
ILLINOIS AGENCY OKS PROGRAM TO PAY MEDICAID BILLS
VO: 25
With Illinois facing a growing pile of bills from Medicaid providers that is adding
to its fiscal woes, the state's finance authority board on Tuesday gave
preliminary approval to a program to speed up payments. Under the program, the
state will assign Medicaid claims from hospitals, doctors, pharmacies, nursing
homes and others to the Illinois Finance Authority, which in turn will assign the
claims to a state-qualified group of investors.
 
VITAMIN D MAY NOT EXPLAIN FRACTURES IN BABIES
VO: 30
Unexplained bone fractures in babies are usually due to abuse, but researchers
have suspected that sometimes they could be due to low vitamin D levels. A new
study now casts doubt on that idea. Vitamin D is needed for healthy bones, and
an overt deficiency can cause rickets, a softening in children's bones that may
lead to pain and deformities like severely "bowed" legs and abnormal curves in
the spine.
 
HEALTH RISKS FADE AFTER HORMONE THERAPY STOPS
VO: 18
Health risks related to hormone therapy with estrogen might go away after
women stop the treatments, a new study suggests. The results are good news
for
women in their 50s, said Graham Colditz, a professor at the Washington
University School of Medicine, because that's the age group most likely to take
hormones to treat menopause symptoms.
 
TEENS, MUSIC AND DEPRESSION STUDY
VO: 21
Here's another reason to encourage your teenagers to put down their i-pods and
pick up a book. A new study in the Archives of Pediatric and Adolescent
Medicine says teens who spend several hours a day listening to music are at
higher risk for depression. In contrast, the study says those who spend more
time reading books have a lower risk of depression. The author stresses that
doesn't mean listening to music necessarily leads to depression. He says it
might be that depressed teens turn to music as a way to escape.



might be that depressed teens turn to music as a way to escape.

 
===========================
 
04/14/11
 
OBAMA DEFICIT
VO: 23
President Barack Obama on Wednesday proposed spending cuts and higher
taxes on the rich to slash the U.S. budget deficit by $4 trillion over 12 years,
saying Republican plans for deeper reductions were too radical. Accused by
critics of failing to lead on the issue of a ballooning deficit, Obama tried to take
the initiative in a sharply political speech that was his first since he announced
last week that he was running for re-election in 2012. The deficit, projected to hit
$1.4 trillion this fiscal year, is deeply troubling many Americans.
 
SPENDING SHOWDOWN
VO: 27
The House and Senate are expected to vote today on the much debated
spending plan that calls for $38 billion in spending cuts through September.
President Barack Obama and House Speaker John Boehner (BAY'-nur)
negotiated the bill last Friday, just in time to avoid a partial government shutdown.
Another stopgap measure is keeping the government running until this Friday at
midnight, but both houses are expected to pass the measure, closing the books
on the current budget year and clearing the way for a far more defining debate
about the size and shape of the government.
 
HISPANIC GROUPS BLAST CITY'S REDISTRICTING PLAN
VO: 32
Some Latino groups blasted Houston's redistricting plan Tuesday saying it
violates the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Last week the city released its proposed
map of two brand new council districts. One would be a majority white district and
the other mostly black. Advocates argue the plan dilutes the Hispanic vote. "We
urge that the proposed plan be rejected by city council. We the organizations and
citizens in our coalition also ask that, given that Hispanics represent nearly half
the population of the city of Houston, that city council adopt a map in which
Hispanics have reasonable opportunity to participate in the political process and
ispanics have reasonable opportunity to elect a representative of their choice,"
said Reynaldo Guerra with the Greater Houston Civic Coalition.
 



 

TX IMMIGRATION BILL
VO: 27
The fight for immigration legislation pits a  lawmaker against his religious leaders
.
 
SLEEPY CONTROLLER
VO:24
The U.S. official overseeing air traffic operations resigned Thursday over a
controversy involving disclosures about sleeping air traffic controllers. Hank
Krakowski, who is director of the FAA's Air Traffic Organization, stepped down
amid the revelations, the agency said in a statement. Krakowski's resignation was
accepted by FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt, who said he was conducting a full
review of air traffic operations. "Over the last few weeks, we have seen examples
of unprofessional conduct on the part of a few individuals that have rightly caused
the traveling public to question our ability to ensure their safety," Babbitt said in a
statement. "This conduct must stop immediately."
 
HOUSE TO VOTE ON BUDGET-CUTTING DEAL THURSDAY
VO: 27
The U.S. House of Representatives is scheduled to vote Thursday on about $40
billion in budget cuts for fiscal year 2011. Then within 24 hours, the package
must pass the Senate and be signed by President Obama. Representatives are
expected begin making speeches on the budget package Thursday morning,
with a final vote likely by early evening, according to the website for House
Majority Leader Eric Cantor, R-Virginia. The vote was originally scheduled for
Wednesday.  When the White House and congressional leaders reached the
deal last week, it capped days of frantic closed-door negotiations and public
recriminations between Republicans and Democrats.
 
GFK POLL: ARE YOUR TAXES FAIR? MOST SAY YES
VO: 23
People love to complain about paying taxes, but an Associated Press-GfK poll
suggests most Americans actually think the taxes they pay are fair. Fifty-four
percent of those surveyed said they think their tax bills are either somewhat fair
or very fair. That compares with 46 percent who say they're unfair. The poll found
most whites thought their tax bills were fair but most non-whites didn't. Women
were more likely to think so than men, Democrats more likely than Republicans,
and liberals and moderates more likely to think so than conservatives. Adults
under 30 and seniors 65 and over were much more likely to say their taxes were
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fair than those in their prime earning years. There was little difference in the
perception of fairness across income levels.
 
FORECLOSURES RATES
VO: 24
The number of U.S. homes repossessed by banks has fallen in the first three
months of the year, and so has the number of properties entering the foreclosure
process. But that's largely due to processing delays by lenders, and there are
signs that foreclosures are starting to creep up again. The foreclosure listing firm
RealtyTrac says banks repossessed more than 215,000 homes in the January-
to-March quarter, down 6 percent from the previous quarter and down 17 percent
from the same period last year.
 
RELIGIOUS WOMEN USE BIRTH CONTROL REGULARLY
VO: 22
Most sexually active women use contraception, regardless of their religious
beliefs, says a report from the Guttmacher Institute an organization working to
advance reproductive and sexual health in the U.S. and worldwide. "Regardless
of religious affiliation, the majority of women use highly effective contraception
methods, so any efforts to restrict access to these methods is going to impact
these populations," said Rachel K. Jones, the lead author. The report was based
on a U.S. government survey that represented the nation. The data came from
2006-2008 interviews of over 7,000 women aged 15-44. It found that 69% of
sexually active women from any denomination were using highly effective birth
control methods including sterilization, the pill or other hormonal method, or an
intrauterine device (IUD). In addition, almost all have reported contraceptive use
at some point, a figure that is similar among Catholic women. Another key finding
was that 68% of Catholics use one of the highly effective methods, but only 2%
rely on natural family planning. That number is comparable to 73% of Mainline
Protestants and 74% of Evangelicals.
 
WEIGHT LOSS IMPROVES MEMORY, RESEARCH SHOWS
VO: 22
Taking off a few pounds apparently will improve your memory. Researchers have
found another benefit to weight loss. A study at Kent State University found that
bariatric surgery patients showed improved memory function 12-weeks after their
operations. The findings will be published in the Journal of the American Society
for Metabolic and Bariatric Surgery.
 



 

LATINO KIDS FOLLOW PARENTS' LEAD WHEN IT COMES TO
EXERCISING (OR NOT)
VO: 20
Compared with other ethnic groups, Hispanic adults spend very little time
engaging in leisure time activity. And their lack of playtime may be contributing to
their kids' sedentary habits--and excess weight.
 
CHOCOLATE MILK IS GETTING A MAKEOVER FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS
VO:26
 A story that caught our eye in the washington post on the debate over  chocolate
milk in public schools. Some districts have banned the drink because it's got too
much sugar and fat.  But others are experimenting with new healthy versions, so
deborah roberts tried to find out if kids will Drink them.
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GA IMMIGRATION BILL
VO/SOT 1:10
Complaining the federal government has failed to secure the nation's borders,
Georgia's Legislature followed Arizona's lead Thursday and approved an
aggressive crackdown on illegal immigration. The nation is watching Georgia,
which is making the leap into a legal thicket Arizona jumped into last year.
Like Arizona's laws -- which are fighting for survival in federal court -- House Bill
87 creates new requirements for many Georgia businesses to ensure new hires
are eligible to work in the United States and empowers police to investigate the
immigration status of certain suspects. Some business owners worry the
crackdown will harm the state's agricultural, landscaping and restaurant
industries, which partly depend on migrant labor. But proponents of tougher
immigration laws have long complained illegal immigrants are burdening the
state's public schools, jails and hospitals. "It's a great day for Georgia," said
Rep. Matt Ramsey, the Peachtree City Republican who authored the bill. "We
think we have done our job that our constituents asked us to do to address the
costs and the social consequences that have been visited upon our state by the
federal government's failure to secure our nation's borders."
 
ARIZONA LAWMAKERS OK REQUIRING PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP TO RUN
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FOR PRESIDENT
VO: 25
The Arizona Legislature has become the first in the nation to pass a measure
requiring presidential candidates to provide proof of citizenship in order to get on
the state's ballot. House Bill 2177 got final approval Thursday night from the
House. It will be transmitted to Gov. Jan Brewer, who will then have five days to
sign it, veto it or do nothing and allow it to become law. If Brewer chooses to veto
the bill, Republican lawmakers could attempt an override vote. The bill would
become law if two-thirds of legislators supported the override.
 
HOUSE TO VOTE ON GOP 2012 BUDGET 
VO:29
 Bold but politically risky plan to cut billions of dollars from the federal budget is
coming to a House vote, with insurgent Republicans rallying behind the idea of
fundamentally reshaping the government's role in health care for the elderly and
the poor. The GOP plan, expected to be voted on Friday, promises more than
$6 trillion in spending cuts from the budget that President Obama in February,
relying on stiff cuts to domestic agency accounts, food stamps and the Medicaid 
health care program for the poor and disabled. But while leaving Social Security
alone, the measure calls for transforming Medicare from a program in which the
government directly pays medical bills into a voucher-like system that subsidizes
purchases of private insurance plans. People 55 and over would remain in the
current system, but younger workers would receive subsidies that would steadily
lose value over time.
 
OBAMA  OIL
VO: 25
 President Barack Obama, in an ABC interview aired Friday, said the United
States must be very careful" about releasing oil from the U.S. strategic petroleum
reserve at a time of uncertainty in the Middle East.
 
MARYLAND MOVES CLOSER TO EXTENDING TUITION BREAKS TO
ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
VO: 29
With anti-illegal-immigrant sentiment rising in the United States, a growing
number of states are considering legislation that would forbid public universities
from offering in-state tuition breaks to illegal immigrants. But this week, the
Maryland legislature, dominated by Democrats, took a step in the opposite
direction , voting to guarantee in-state tuition to illegal immigrants. Gov. Martin
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O'Malley (D) is expected to sign the bill.Sponsors overcame years of entrenched
opposition with a provision that steers undocumented students to community
colleges instead of the increasingly competitive flagship school, the University of
Maryland, lessening the risk that they will crowd out others for coveted spots.
 
U.S.MEAT TAINTED WITH DRUG RESISTANT BACTERIA
VO: 31
This may make you think twice before you bite into that burger or chomp on a
chicken wing. A study out today finds that nearly half of the meat and poultry in
the U-S is contaminated with "multi-drug-resistant" bacteria. It's not actually as
scary as it sounds and there are ways you can protect yourself. Experts say the
bacteria can be killed by thoroughly cooking the meat and poultry. The real risk is
in cross-contamination and improper handling of the food. That means you
should thoroughly wash your hands after handling raw beef, chicken or turkey.
The report is published in the April 15-th edition of "Clinical Infectious Diseases."
 
FIRST BABY OVER AGE 45? EXPECT COMPLICATIONS: STUDY
VO: 22
A study of older new mothers in Israel finds that 8 in 10 experienced health
problems during their pregnancies, and nearly half of their babies were smaller
than average. First-time births over age 45 have more than tripled over the last
decade in Israel. Though they still represent a small fraction of all births, the
researchers note that the study highlights a downside to using assisted
reproduction technologies to make first-time motherhood possible later and later
in life.
 
DIET DRUG
VO: 32
Alli -- that promises Safe weight loss without starving yourself.  Forty million
people have tried  It or its prescription alternative -- xenical. But complaints of
nasty and Dangerous side effects are increasing and for the second time in five
years Health advocates urged the government to ban it.
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